
AN ANALYSIS OF THE HESTER PRYNNE CHARACTER ANALYSIS IN THE

SCARLET LETTER BY NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE

Book Summary. The Scarlet Letter, written in by Nathaniel Hawthorne, might seem archaic to modern readers. This is
partly due to the fact that the novel is.

A psychological romance is a story that contains all of the conventional trappings of a typical romance, but
deeply portrays humans in conflict with themselves. It was written in by the famous American author
Nathaniel Hawthorne. She emerges as a selfless lover making no demands on Dimmesdale and accepting her
fate without any sign of criticism. Hester's strength is evident in her dealings with both her husband and her
lover. She refuses to reveal the identity of Pearl's father even though she is questioned by Rev. If he had not
deserted her, she would have remained his faithful wife. She worries about her lack of self- control and her
shunning playmates. Hawthorne attributes this transformation to her lonely position in the world and her
suffering. What is the source of this strength? In writing The Scarlet Letter, Hawethorne was creating a form
of fiction he called the psychological romance. It was written in the Romantic era during one of In the end,
Hester's strength, honesty, and compassion carry her through a life she had not imagined. Directly after being
punished during the first scaffold scene, Hester and Pearl and remove from society. Read an in-depth analysis
of Pearl. Also the townspeople, the magistrates, and Chillingworth, Hester's true husband, can be seen in both
lights. Yet she continues to lack adult companionship throughout her life. The first description of Hester notes
her "natural dignity and force of character" and mentions specifically the haughty smile and strong glance that
reveal no self-consciousness of her plight. I will die first! Read an in-depth analysis of Mistress Hibbins. Her
inner strength, her defiance of convention, her honesty, and her compassion may have been in her character all
along, but the scarlet letter brings them to our attention. Hester repeatedly denies Chillingworth the
satisfaction of knowing her fellow sinner. I will not give her up! He gave her in requital of all things else,
which he had taken from me. When she walks to the scaffold from the prison, she holds her head high and
remains in full public view without shedding a tear.


